CC (Common Criteria)
• CC philosophy • There are many evaluation criteria.
-TCSEC, -ITSEC, -and CTCPEC • They have evolved into a single evaluation entity, the CC.
• CC is the result of an international project -involving NIST and the National Security Agency (NSA), -and security organizations in Canada, France, Germany, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.
• CC is the International Standard (IS) 15408 -specifying and evaluating the security features of IT products and systems, -intended to replace previous security criteria such as the TCSEC.
• CC defines a PP that specifies the security requirements and protections of the product to be evaluated. Threat description for the PP How should threats be identified?
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PP (Protection Profile)
Security Engineering
• In order to identify what the threats are, we therefore need to answer the following questions: -What are the assets that require protection? : The assets subject to the attack (e.g., sensitive data), -Who or what are the threat agents? : The threat agent (e.g., an authorized user of the TOE), -What attack methods or undesirable events do the assets need to be protected from? : The attack methods employed (e.g., impersonation of an authorized user of the TOE).
Threat description for the PP How to Describe the Threats in the PP?
• Ensure a 'concise' statement of threats • Specify all threats at the same level of detail, the overlaps between threats can be more easily avoided.
• For describing the threats for the PP, next items must be identified.
-Identifying the Assets -Identifying the Threat Agents -Identifying the attack methods
Threat description for the PP
Identifying the Assets
• the factors threat agents want to compromise (Maybe we can use the next items as assets of the wireless systems).
-Wireless devices or systems.
-Service that wireless systems provide.
-Data stored on the wireless systems.
-Data transmitted between the wireless systems.
-Other network resources.
• the categorization of asset is very important thing to write threat phrases for the PP, because the threat may be described by using the assets.
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Identifying the Threat Agents
• Threat agents may either be human or non-human • the next items may be threat agents of the wireless systems.
-Authorized users or owners of the wireless systems. -Unauthorized users of the wireless systems. -Attackers or intruders or hackers. -IT entities.
